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Persistent organic pollutants reach polar regions by longrange atmospheric transport and biomagnify through the food
web accumulating in higher trophic level predators. We
analyzed Adélie penguin (Pygoscelis adeliae) samples collected
from 2004 to 2006 to evaluate current levels of ∑DDT (p,p′DDT + p,p′-DDE) in these birds, which are confined to Antarctica.
Ratios of p,p′-DDT to p,p′-DDE in Adélie penguins have
declined significantly since 1964 indicating current exposure
to old rather than new sources of ΣDDT. However, ∑DDT has
not declined in Adélie penguins from the Western Antarctic
Peninsula for more than 30 years and the presence of p,p′DDT in these birds indicates that there is a current source of DDT
to the Antarctic marine food web. DDT has been banned or
severely restricted since peak use in the 1970s, implicating glacier
meltwater as a likely source for DDT contamination in
coastal Antarctic seas. Our estimates indicate that 1-4
kg · y-1 ΣDDT are currently being released into coastal waters
along the Western Antarctic Ice Sheet due to glacier ablation.

Introduction
Antarctica is often referred to as the last pristine environment
(1); however, an increasing body of evidence suggests this
is inaccurate. Circumpolar long-term research indicates that
recent changes in the global climate, driven by anthropogenic
influences, are particularly acute in Antarctica. For example,
warming of the regional climate has been correlated with
perturbations throughout the sea-ice dominated ecosystem
along the Western Antarctic Peninsula (2). A lesser studied
anthropogenic impact on the Antarctic ecosystem is the
bioaccumulation and biomagnification of persistent organic
pollutants (POPs) in apex predators.
Contaminants reach polar regions by long-range atmospheric transport where snow, ice, and associated microbial
communities serve as conduits for introducing them into
the marine ecosystem (3-5). Lipophilic POPs accumulate in
fatty tissues of organisms and may biomagnify posing a risk
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to higher trophic level organisms. Although adverse effects
due to contaminant exposure have never been documented
in Antarctic seabirds, long-term exposure in Arctic wildlife
has shown physiological and population level effects such
as immunosuppression, which increases the susceptibility
of animals to infectious diseases (6). Additionally, Verreault
et al. provide evidence linking organochlorine contamination
in glaucous gulls (Larus hyperboreus) to a decrease in basal
metabolic rate, which may have direct implications particularly for polar seabirds (7). Resident Antarctic seabirds,
such as Adélie penguins, rely on fat stores to mitigate cold
temperatures and seasonal decreases in food procurement
or availability (8, 9). Therefore, physiological characteristics
of survival in polar regions may increase the susceptibility
of Antarctic penguins to contaminant loading and effects.
Adélie penguins are one of two truly Antarctic species of
penguin foraging close to breeding colonies in the summer
and following the sea-ice edge in the winter (9-12). The
Antarctic food web is relatively short with the majority of
higher trophic level organisms relying heavily on krill
(Euphausia superba and E. crystallorophias). Restricted
south of the Antarctic convergence, these birds provide
an excellent species to examine baseline pollution levels
and long-term trends of contaminants in the Southern
Ocean ecosystem (13-15).
DDT and its derivatives were first measured in Adélie
penguins by Sladen et al. in 1964 (14), yet little is known
about the long-term trends of contaminants like DDT in
Antarctic populations. The objective of our study was to
evaluate the current levels of ∑DDT (p,p′-DDT + p,p′-DDE)
in a resident Antarctic apex predator, the Adélie penguin.
We hypothesized that as production and use of legacy POPs
wanes, metabolic loss will exceed bioaccumulation in
Antarctic seabirds. Therefore, ∑DDT levels in Adélie penguin
tissues will have declined with time unless there are “new”
or continuing inputs of DDT to the Antarctic marine
ecosystem.

Experimental Section
Study Sites. Collection of Adélie penguin (Pygoscelis adeliae)
carcasses concentrated in two areas of the Antarctic: the
Palmer Archipelago at 64° 46′ S, 64° 03′ W (n ) 8; 1 male, 7
females) in 2004 and Cape Crozier, Ross Island at 77° 26′ S,
169° 12′ E (n ) 5; 2 males, 3 females) in 2006 (Figure 1).
Additionally, addled and frozen eggs were collected from the
Palmer area (n ) 27) in 2004-2005 and Cape Royds, Ross
Island at 77° 33′ S, 166° 9′ E (n ) 5) in 2006.
Historical data were also collected at the following stations:
the Palmer Archipelago at 64° 46′ S, 64° 03′ W (4), Cape Crozier,
Ross Island at 77° 26′ S, 169° 12′ E (14), and Rumpa Island,
Syowa Station, Japan at 69° 00′ S, 39° 35′ E (16), (Figure 1).
Sample Collection. Necropsy dissections were performed
on carcasses collected under recovery permits (OPP NSF).
All animals were collected post mortem, thus no animals
were sacrificed for this project. From each bird, samples of
subcutaneous fat were collected in lanced slices using
acetone-cleaned stainless steel instruments. The samples
were frozen at -70 °C in precombusted (4 h @ 400 °C) jars
until analysis.
Analysis. Tissues were analyzed for p,p′- DDT and its
primary derivative p,p′- DDE. The analytical methods used
were modifications of methods developed to measure
pesticide residues in phytoplankton and krill (3). Given the
high lipid content, egg yolk was analyzed when possible;
otherwise, eggs were homogenized and subsampled. Though
percent lipid was significantly higher in egg yolk than in
10.1021/es702919n CCC: $40.75
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FIGURE 1. Historical and current study sites circumpolar to the Antarctic continent.
whole egg samples (p ) 0.01), p,p′-DDE on a ng · g-1-lipid
basis did not differ in the two tissue types (p ) 0.38) showing
no difference in the lipid storage capacity of these tissues.
Fat (∼1-2 g wet weight) and egg (∼3-5 g wet weight) samples
were homogenized, subsampled, and freeze-dried at -80 °C
for 72 h using a Labconco Freezone 6 Plus. Each sample was
thoroughly mixed with precombusted (4 h @ 400 °C) Varian
Chem Tube-Hydromatrix to remove water. A surrogate
standard containing deuterated R-hexachlorocyclohexane (RHCH) and 2,2′,3,4,4′,5,6,6′- octachlorobiphenyl (PCB-204, a
noncommercially produced congener) was added. Samples
were then extracted with 40 mL of pesticide-grade 65:35 (v/
v) dichloromethane (DCM)/acetone via accelerated solvent
extraction (Dionex ASE 200 Accelerated Solvent Extractor:
1800 psi; 80 °C; 2 cycles). The extracts were reduced in volume
to 5 mL by turbo evaporation (Zymark Turbo Evap II) followed
by blow down with ultrahigh purity N2.
Bulk lipid content was determined gravimetrically on each
5 mL sample extract in triplicate. Lipid content was calculated
as the mass fraction of residue in a 20 µL aliquot of the solvent
extract after evaporation. Following bulk lipid analysis, the
sample tubes were placed in an ice-water bath and H2SO4
was added dropwise to prevent heat buildup from the
exothermic oxidation of the organic material, vortexed to
remove lipids, and the hexane fraction was collected. Two
additional hexane rinses (∼3 mL) were added to the acid/
lipid layer followed by vortexing and the combined hexane
extracts were reduced under N2 to 3 mL and the acid
extraction steps were repeated a second time. Further sample
cleanup was performed by passing a final 1 mL extract
through a column containing 8.5 g of precleaned (Soxhlet
extracted with DCM for 24 h) deactivated silica (mesh size
100-200) with 2 g of precleaned (4 h @ 400 °C) Na2SO4 added
on top for removal of remaining undesired substances.
Eluents of 25 mL of hexane, 50 mL of 40:10 (v/v) DCM/
hexane followed by an additional 25 mL of hexane were
collected and reduced by turbo evaporation under N2 to 1

mL. Deuterated lindane was added as an internal standard.
Extracts were further blown down under N2 to 100 µL.
Samples were analyzed via gas chromatography/negative chemical ionization mass spectrometry (HewlettPackard 6890 Series GC system/Hewlett-Packard 5973 mass
selective detector) using a J&W DB-XLB narrow bore
capillary column (30 m length, 0.25 mm diameter, 0.25 µm
film thickness) and selective ion monitoring. Method
parameters for pesticide analysis were 50 °C, initial hold
time of 1 min; 50-170 °C @ 20 °C min-1; 170-310 °C @
5 °C min-1, hold for 5 min; MS source temperature 150 °C;
MS quad temperature of 130 °C. Helium was the carrier
gas at 1.1 mL min-1 with a velocity of 39 cm s-1. Researchgrade methane was the reagent gas.
Targeted contaminants were quantified relative to the
surrogate standards using peak areas and relative response
factors generated by analysis of quantitative standards and
reported per unit of lipid biomass (ng · g-lipid-1). Average
DDT derivative concentrations in samples were compared
to lipid-normalized laboratory blanks reporting only values
that were >3× blank quantities. ΣDDT, primarily p,p′-DDE
was detected in all samples analyzed (see Supporting
Information). The method detection limits for p,p′-DDT and
p,p′-DDE were 1 ng · g-lipid-1 and 8 ng · g-lipid-1, respectively,
and surrogate standard recoveries averaged 63 ((13)% and
81 ((22)% for eggs and fat, respectively.
Data Analysis. To compare ΣDDT in adult Adélie penguins, the mass weighted mean (MWM) of ΣDDT in Adélie
penguin fat for each study was calculated using (17):
n
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where C ) ln(ΣDDT), Mi is the mass (g) of bird specimen i,
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[C]i ) ln(ΣDDT) for bird i, and n is the number of birds. The
variance was calculated as follows (17):
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Unpaired or paired (where appropriate) t tests were
performed to compare geometric means (eggs) or MWM (fat)
values using Sigma Plot 9.0.

Results and Discussion
ΣDDT in Adélie Penguin Eggs. No p,p′-DDT was detected
in any of the egg samples. The geometric mean concentration
of p,p′-DDE in Adélie penguin eggs from the Palmer
Archipelago was 170 ng · g-lipid-1 (range ) 58.5-755 ng · glipid-1, n ) 17) in 2004, and 177 ng · g-lipid-1 (range )
61.9-136 ng · g-lipid-1, n ) 10) in 2005. There was no
significant difference (p ) 0.7, df ) 25), between p,p′-DDE
in Adélie penguin eggs collected in 2004 and 2005 from the
Palmer area. The geometric mean concentration of p,p′-DDE
in Adélie penguin eggs from Cape Royds was 158 ng · g-lipid-1
(range ) 73.0-176 ng · g-lipid-1, n ) 17) in 2006, and there
was no significant difference in p,p′-DDE levels between the
two collection locations of the current study (p ) 0.7, df )
30).
A pooled comparison of the current Palmer geometric
means (2004-2005) with data collected by Risebrough et al.
(4) in 1970, 1974, and 1975 indicates that levels of p,p′-DDE,
the primary and persistent metabolite of DDT, in Adélie
penguin eggs from the Palmer area have not declined since
1970 (p ) 0.6). However, Risebrough et al. (4) did not report
sample recoveries rendering evaluation of the long-term
change in p,p′-DDE in Adélie penguin eggs questionable. A
sensitivity analysis indicates that recoveries for this historical
egg data would have to have been consistently <53% for a
significant decrease in p,p′-DDE in Adélie penguin eggs from
1970 to 2005 to be observed. However, an intercalibration
study of International Decade of Ocean Exploration investigators, including Risebrough et al. (4), demonstrated that
the accuracy of ∑DDT (DDT + DDE + DDD) measurements
ranged from 74 to 100% (18). Though p,p′-DDT was detected
in penguin eggs during the 1970s the levels were reported to
be only a small fraction of the concentration of p,p′-DDE (4).
Consequently, comparison of egg data from the present study
to the data of Risebrough et al. (4) indicates that p,p′-DDE
levels have not declined in the Palmer population of Adélie
penguins in more than 30 years. In contrast, ΣDDT decreased
significantly from 1975 to 2003 in Arctic seabird eggs with
half-lives of 9-20 years (19, 20). In the absence of current
sources, ΣDDT in penguin eggs would likewise decline.
ΣDDT in Adélie Penguin Fat. In adult Adélie penguins,
75-90% of the ΣDDT body burden is contained in subcutaneous fat and a time series analysis over a breeding season
found that ΣDDT in penguin fat was significantly higher in
fasting animals (16). Consequently, bird mass is found to be
a significant predictor of ΣDDT concentrations in Adélie
penguins with ΣDDT in penguins increasing as body weight
declines (Figure 2). Therefore, we calculated mass weighted
mean (MWM) concentrations for ΣDDT in Adélie penguin
fat samples in order to compare our results between sites
and to previous studies.
The MWM of ∑DDT in the fat of Adélie penguins from the
Palmer Archipelago was 207 ng · g-lipid-1 (range ) 105-312
ng · g-lipid-1, n ) 8; 1 male, 7 females), whereas the MWM
of ∑DDT in the fat of Adélie penguins from Cape Crozier was
262 ng · g-lipid-1 (range ) 101-450 ng · g-lipid-1, n ) 5; 2
3960
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FIGURE 2. ΣDDT concentrations in Adélie penguins versus bird
mass (r2 ) 0.35; p ) 0.001). Cape Crozier 1964 data (14); Rumpa
Island, Syowa Station 1981 data (16).
males, 3 females). Though female Adélies only lose 4% of
total body burden of p,p′-DDE to egg laying each year (21),
male and female Adélie penguins alternately fluctuate in body
mass over a breeding season causing contaminant comparisons on a per lipid basis to show significant differences
at specific instances during reproduction (16, 22). However,
birds used in this study were integrated throughout the
breeding season and comparative analyses of ΣDDT MWM
in penguin fat using pooled variance nonparametric statistics
showed no significant difference (p ) 0.08) between males
and females in both this study and the study of Submaranian
et al. (16) with n ) 5 males and n ) 5 females. Likewise,
Adélies downed by trauma in the current study did not differ
in ΣDDT MWM from those that apparently died of slow
starvation (p ) 0.4).
The MWM of ∑DDT in the fat of Adélie penguins from
Cape Crozier measured in 2006 was significantly higher (p
< 0.0005) than that measured by Sladen et al. (14) in Adélie
penguins from the same site in 1964. As noted above, sample
recoveries were not reported in the previous studies (4, 14)
rendering evaluation of changes in ∑DDT in Adélie penguins
with time questionable. However, the penguin samples
collected in 1964 were analyzed in two separate laboratories
using different methods to verify the results (14). The 1964
data, however, were not reported on a per lipid basis and
were lipid normalized for the present analysis using a mean
lipid fraction (70((13%)) calculated from the values in this
study (n ) 13) averaged with those from the literature (n )
10; (16)). This normalization is conservative in that it increases
the measured ∑DDT reported on a wet weight basis (14)
lessening the likelihood that the earlier data would be found
to be significantly lower than the current ∑DDT levels. As
with the egg data, a sensitivity analysis indicates that
recoveries for the historical data of Sladen et al. (14) would
need to have been consistently <24% for a significant
decrease in ∑DDT levels in Adélie penguin fat to have been
observed between 1964 and 2006.
The observed increase in ΣDDT in Adélie penguins from
1964 to 2006 is predicted using a steady-state bioaccumulation model. As applied to Adélie penguin tissues following
large-scale global use of DDT beginning in 1947:
dCADPE
) kupCPREY - kelimCADPE
dt

(3)

kup
C
(1 - e-kelimt)
kelim PREY

(4)

or
CADPE )

where CADPE is ΣDDT MWM concentration, t is time (y), kup

FIGURE 3. Changes in mass weighted mean (b) and predicted
concentrations (curve) of ΣDDT in Adélie penguin subcutaneous fat from 1947 to 2010. Predicted levels match measured
values to within 10% for 2004-2006, 34% in 1981 (16), and 44%
in 1964 (14).
and kelim are the uptake and elimination rate constants,
respectively, and CPREY is the concentration of ΣDDT in
penguin prey. Model values derived from the literature
include kelim, which is calculated as 0.055 y-1, or the average
elimination rate constant for ΣDDT from three Arctic seabird
species (thick-billed murre (Uria lomvia), northern fulmar
(Fulmarus glacialis), and black-legged kittiwake (Rissa tridactyla)) (19, 20), and CPREY ) 0.18 ng · g-lipid-1 as measured
for E. superba (24). The uptake rate constant (kup) was
calculated using eq 4 assuming that ΣDDT in Adélie penguins
is currently at steady state (dCADPE/dt ) 0) with CADPE ) 262
ng · g-lipid-1 (MWM for 2006). The value for CPREY applied to
the model is limited to zooplankton, yet values for fish in the
same ocean basin are on the same order of magnitude and
model outputs including fish concentrations remain unchanged (24).
The model predictions match observed concentrations
well (Figure 3), supporting the assumption of steady state
levels for ∑DDT in Adélie penguins at present. This is
consistent with the observation of no significant change in
p,p′-DDE in Adélie penguin eggs at Palmer since 1970.
Alternatively, ∑DDT concentrations in the Cape Crozier
population of Adélie penguins may have peaked and
subsequently declined between 1964 and 2006. However,
there is no significant difference (p ) 0.18) between the MWM
of ∑DDT in Adélie penguins collected in 1981 from Synowa
Station (Figure 1; (16)) and Cape Crozier Adélie penguins
collected in 2006.
Cape Crozier Adélie penguins apparently feed at a higher
trophic level than Palmer Adélie penguins (δ15N ) 10.36 and
8.97, respectively; Geisz et al. unpublished) yet, there was no
significant difference in ΣDDT MWM between populations
(p ) 0.1). Adélie penguins are a sea-ice dependent species
that currently forage primarily on E. superba in the northwestern Antarctic peninsular region, yet around continental
Antarctica, their diet is dominated by E. superba, E. crystallorophias, and a fish species, Pleuragramma antarcticum
(9-11, 23). Therefore, the lack of a significant difference in
ΣDDT in both eggs and fat of adult birds between the Palmer
and Cape Crozier populations of Adélie penguins indicates
that both populations accumulate similar levels of ΣDDT
even though the Palmer birds are feeding at a lower trophic
level.
Finally, p,p′-DDT/p,p′-DDE ratios <1.0 for several Antarctic organisms, including Adélie penguin eggs, suggest
contamination by old DDT (24). Indeed, the p,p′-DDT/p,p′DDE ratio measured in Adélie penguins has significantly
declined since 1964 (Figure 4), indicating a predominance
of old rather than new sources of ΣDDT in the Antarctic

FIGURE 4. Ratio of p,p′-DDT/p,p′-DDE ((SD) in Adélie penguin
eggs and subcutaneous fat. Squares indicate the Ross Sea
region (14, 24, 32), circles represent data from the Palmer
archipelago, and the triangle is Syowa (33). Dark red filled
shapes show the ratio for subcutaneous fat and light blue
indicates egg data. Ratio values for samples in which p,p′-DDT
was not detected were calculated using lipid corrected method
detection limit values for p,p′-DDT. Note that in 2006, the fat
data point from the Ross Sea area overlays the egg data point.
marine food web. Nonetheless, p,p′-DDT was detected in 7
of 8 birds from Palmer Station, but was not detected in any
penguins collected from Cape Crozier. The presence of p,p′DDT in Palmer birds indicates exposure to a “fresh” source
of DDT.
Glacier Melting as a Potential Source for ΣDDT to the
Antarctic Marine Food Web. DDT has been banned in the
northern hemisphere and regulated worldwide since the
1970s. Though DDT is still used in the Southern Hemisphere,
current world usage is small (∼1 kt · y-1) compared with
historical use (>40 kt · y-1) from 1950 to 1980 (25). Accordingly,
a temporal analysis of eggs collected from three Arctic seabird
species by Braune et al. (19, 20) found ΣDDT residues in
thick-billed murres, northern fulmars, and black-legged
kittiwakes decreased significantly from 1975 to 2003 with
half-lives of 20, 13, and 9 years, respectively. Global use and
emission of DDT have shown >90% and >80% decline since
the late 1960s (25), yet in contrast to analogous Arctic species,
ΣDDT levels in Adélie penguin eggs from the Palmer
Archipelago reveal no change over the same time period.
Though this is not necessarily surprising given the uninterrupted use of DDT in the Southern Hemisphere, air and water
samples collected around Palmer Station in 2002 indicated
there is very little recent DDT deposition in Antarctica, but
measurable amounts of ΣDDT in glacier meltwater in the
area (3).
Both Arctic and Antarctic lake systems exhibit elevated
contaminant levels where hydrology is heavily influenced
by glacial runoff (26, 27). DDT and its derivatives, having
relatively low volatility, partition onto the air-ice interface
after snowfall, but sorb to organic material and particulates
once the snow has melted (5). In 1975, ∑DDT (90% p,p′DDT, 10% p,p′-DDE) was measured in snow down to 6 m
below the surface on the Antarctic Peninsula (4). Using these
data and a mean ice thickness of 1780 m (28), we estimate
that 3.6 t of ∑DDT may be stored in the Antarctic Peninsula
ice sheet. In 2002, measurable levels of ∑DDT with p,p′-DDT
> p,p′-DDE were found in glacier runoff and, more significantly, in near-shore plankton communities around Palmer
Station (3).
The implication of glacier meltwater as a source mechanism for organic contaminant exposure to Antarctic organisms has compelling consequences in light of recent global
climate change. Average annual winter temperature on the
Antarctic Peninsula has increased 6 °C in the last 30 years
(2), increasing the volume and frequency of glacier retreat
and meltwater (29). In this region, there has been a transition
from mean glacial growth (62% advancing in 1954) to retreat
VOL. 42, NO. 11, 2008 / ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
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(87% retreating in 2004) (29). Jacobs et al. (30) also report a
patent decrease in salinity of the Ross Sea implicating, at
least in part, melting of the Western Antarctic Ice Sheet (WAIS)
as a causal mechanism. A 1998 mass balance also demonstrated net loss of ice over the entire West Antarctic Ice Sheet,
(210 Gt · y-1; (31)). Snow collected in 1975 along the Western
Antarctic Peninsula contained ∼8130 ng · m-2 ΣDDT (4),
combined with a mean ice thickness of 1780 m (28) and net
loss of ice of 210 Gt · y-1 (31) these data yield a ΣDDT flux of
∼1 kg · y-1 to Antarctic coastal waters. Glacier meltwater
collected in 2002 near Palmer Station contained 0.0187 ng · L-1
ΣDDT (3), which translates to a ΣDDT flux of ∼4 kg · y-1 with
210 Gt · y-1 ice lost (31). Thus, two independent measurements
of ΣDDT indicate that 1-4 kg · y-1 ΣDDT is currently being
released into the Antarctic marine environment due to glacier
ablation. Our findings reveal an unexpected consequence of
climate change and implicate glacier meltwater as a current
source of ∑DDT to the Antarctic marine food web.
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